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ABSTRACT 
We consider nnd matrices A and B of the same order satisfying A > B (i.e., 
A - B is rind).. Given an nnd (i,j,. . . , p&inverse A(i,j,...*p) of A (or Bci,j,...,p) of 
B), we characterize nnd (i,j,. . . , p&inverses B(‘~j~“‘~P) of B (or A(‘sj,.‘.,p) of A) 
such that the reverse ordering property B (i. j,. P) 2 A(“. j.. . P) holds, we obtgn a 
new characterization of (2)-inverses of a matrix and also characterize nnd generalized 
inverses of an nnd matrix which dominate or are dominated by a given nnd 
generalized inverse of the matrix. 
1. NOTATION AND INTRODUCTION 
For a matrix A, let p(A), A’, A*, C(A), and R(A) denote the rank, the 
transpose, the conjugate transpose, the column space, and the row space of 
A. A matrix X is called an (i, j, . . . , p)-inverse of A and is denoted by 
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ACi,j....,J’) if it satisfies the equations (i), (j), , ( p) from among the Pen- 
rose equations 
AXA=A, (I) 
xAx=x, (2) 
(AX)* =AX, (3) 
(x4)* =xA. (4) 
All (i,j,...,p)- inverses of nonnegative definite (rind) matrices consid- 
ered in this paper are assumed to be nnd, and A’,‘,j,.-.. JJ) denotes an nnd 
(i, j, , p)-inverse of rank t of the nnd matrix A. For a full row (column) 
rank matrix A, Ai’ (Ail> d eno es t a right (left) inverse of A. 
Let A and B be nnd matrices of the same order such that A >, B (i.e., 
A - B is nnd). Let annnd(i, j,. ., p)-inverse A”~j~~.~~~‘) of A(or B(‘~.i~~.~~P) 
of B) be given. Our object is to characterize nnd (i, j, . , p)-inverses 
B(‘,J,..” P) of B (or A(‘,j,...’ p) of A) such that the reverse ordering property 
B(‘,J ..% J’) > A(‘,j,-..’ JJ) holds. In this connection we obtain a new characteri- 
zation of (2)-inverses with a specified rank. We also characterize nnd (1) 
inverses of an nnd matrix A which dominate or are dominated by a given nnd 
cl)-inverse of A. A corresponding characterization for (2)-inverses is also 
obtained. 
The characterizations derived strengthen the results of Wu (1980), who 
investigated the existence of (i, j, . , p)- inverses of a pair of nnd matrices A 
and B with A > B having the reverse ordering property. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We state below a few lemmas (needed in the sequel) which are either 
well known or easy to prove. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A be an m x n matrix of rank r. Then G is a cl)-inverse 
of A with rank s (s > r) if and only if there exist nonsingular matrices P and 
Q such that 
A=P Q and G=Q-’ P-l. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let A be an nnd matrix of rank r. Then G is an nnd 
Cl)-inverse of A of rank s (s > r) if and only if there exists a nonsingular 
matrix P such that 
A=P P* P-l. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Mitra, 1972). Let A be an nnd matrix of rank r. Then G is 
an nnd (I)-inverse of A with rank t (t > r) if and only if G can be expressed 
as 
G cc= A(l.e) + R 
where AC1, ‘) is an nnd (1,2)-inverse of A, and R is an nnd matrix of rank 
t - r such that AR = 0. Further, such a decomposition is unique. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Wu 1980). Let A be an nnd matrix of rank r. Then G is an 
nnd Cl)-inverse of A with rank s (s > r) if and only if G can be expressed as 
G = (A + B)-) 
where B is an nnd matrix such that p( A + B) = p(A) + p(B) = s, and 
(A + B)(l,‘) is a (1,2)-inverse of A + B. 
LEMMA 2.5 (Mitra and Rao, 1968). Zf A and B are nnd matrices of the 
same order, then the following hold: 
(a> There exists a nonsingular matrix P such that P*AP and P*BP are 
both diagonal. 
(b) There exists a nonsingular matrix R such that R*AR and R-‘BR- ‘* 
are both diagonal. 
We shall now obtain a characterization of (2)-inverses (with a specified 
rank) of a matrix. We prove 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A = PQ be a rank factorization of an m x n matrix 
A of rank r. Then G is a (2)-inverse of A with rank s (s < r) if and only if G 
can be expressed in the form 
G = Q;lTPL’ 
for some right inverse QR’ of Q, some left inverse PL1 of P, and an 
idempotent matrix T of rank s. 
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Proof. The “if’ part follows trivially. To prove the “only if’ part, let G 
be a (!&inverse of A of rank s. Then A is a (l&inverse of G. Now, applying 
Lemma 2.1, there exist nonsingular matrices L = (L, L, L,) and M = (M; 
Ml M;)’ such that 
G=(L, L, Ls)diag(Z,,O,O)(M; M& M;)’ = L,M, 
and 
A = (V, V, V,)diag(Z,, I,-,,O)(W; Wi W;)’ 
= v,w, + v,w,, 
where (V, V, V,) = M-l and (Wr’ Wi Ws”>’ = L-l. Since A = PQ is a 
rank factorization, we have 
P= (V, V,)R and Q = R-’ 
for some nonsingular matrix R. Notice that (L, L,)R is a choice for QR1, 
is a choice for P< l. Now it is easy to check that for these 
choices of QR’ and PF’, 
G = L,M, = QRITPil, 
where 
is idempotent and is of rank s. n 
The following theorem can be proved along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 2.6. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A = PP*, where P is a matrix of full column rank 
equal to r. Then G is an nnd (2)~inverse of A with rank s (s f r-1 if and only 
if G can be expressed as 
G = (,‘)*TPi’ 
for some left inverse Pi’ of P and a hermitian idempotent matrix T of rank s. 
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LEMMA 2.8 (Mitra, 1972; Marsaglia and Styan, 1972). For two m&ices 
A and B ofthe same order, p(A + B) = p(A) + p(B) $fnd only $ 
C(A) n C(B) = (0) and R(A)nR(B)= {O}. 
LEMMA 2.9 (Rao and Mitra, 1971). Let C, and C, be two matrices of 
the same order. Then CFC, = C,*C, if and only if C, = UC, where U is a 
unitu y matrix. 
LEMMA 2.10 (Albert, 1969). A hermitian matrix 
is nnd if and only if A is nnd, C(B) G C(A), and C - B*A(“B is nnd. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We first obtain the class of all nnd (l)-’ inverses with a specified rank of an 
nnd matrix A dominating (or dominated by) a given nnd (1)-inverse of A. 
We next solve the corresponding problem for (2)-inverses. These are con- 
tained in the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an nnd matrix of rank r, and let A(,l) = A(l,‘) + 
R be a given nnd (l&inverse of A, where A(1,2) and R are fixed us specified in 
Lemma 2.3. Then A(sl) and Af’(s 2 t > u > r) satisfy A(,‘) z A’,1) > At) if 
and only if they can be expressed us 
A’,1’ = A(1>2) + S und Al’) = A(132) + u, 
where S and U are nnd matrices of ranks s - r and u - r, respectively, such 
that AS = 0, S > R, and U < R (implying AU = 0). 
Proof. It is clear that At” > A’,” if and only if A’,l’ = A”, 2, + R + G 
for some nnd matrix G. Pre- and postmultiplying by A yields A( R + G) = 0. 
If A(‘,‘)1 = (R + G)m for some vectors 1 and m, then A(1*2)E = 
A(‘~2)AA(‘~2)Z = 0. Hence from Lemma 2.8 it follows that s = r + o(R + G), 
thus establishing the first part. The proof of the other part is similar. n 
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REMARK. In Theorem 3.1, let R = TT*, where T is a matrix of full 
column rank. Let C be such that (T : C) is a matrix of full column rank and is 
a matrix of maximum rank satisfying A(T : C) = 0. Then it is easy to show 
that the class of all nnd matrices S of rank s - r satisfying AS = 0 and 
S > R is given by 
S = (T: C)K(T: C)*, 
where 
is an arbitrary nnd matrix of rank s - r such that K,, - Z > 0, C(K,,) c 
C( K,, - I), and K,, - K,*2(K,, - Z)(‘)K,, is nnd. An alternative characteri- 
zation is K,, - K,, Kik’K,*, > I and p( K,,) + p( K,,) = s - r. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A be an nnd matrix of rank r, and let t < s < r. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(3 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
,4(z) > A(2) 
C(A'2') : ;7( Ac2'), 
A(s2) f_ Ai’) is a’(2)-inverse of A, 
p( A(s2) - Ai2’) = s - t. 
Proof. The part “(i> + (ii>” is obvious. Since A is a (l&inverse of A(s2), 
(ii) implies that At2)AAy) = Ai’) = Aj”AA’,“‘. Hence 
which is (iii). It is clear that (iii) entails 
p( A(s2) - A?)) = tr[( AL2) - A$))A] 
= tr( A’,2)A) - tr( Ai2)A) = s - t, 
as asserted in (iv). The part “(iv) --+ (i>” is an immediate consequence of the 
property that rank subtractivity of nnd matrices implies the Loewner partial 
ordering between them; see e.g. Baksalary and Hauke (1984). 
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REMARK. We give below a way of constructing the class of all nnd 
(2)inverses of a specified rank dominating or dominated by a given (2)- 
inverse. 
Let A be an nnd matrix of rank r, and let At’) = P;l*Pi’ be a given 
(2)-inverse of A, where A = PP* is a rank factorization of A and T is an 
hermitian idempotent matrix of rank t (t Q r). Then it is easy to show that 
the following hold: 
(i) The nnd (2)-inverse AL2) (r > s z t > satisfies A’,2’ > A? if and only if 
Ai2) can be expressed in the form 
Ai2’ = [ Pi1 + Z( Z - PP;l)] *S[ Pll + Z( Z - PP;‘)] 
where Z is a solution to (I - PPL’)*Z*T = 0 and S is an hermitian 
idempotent matrix of rank s such that S - T is idempotent. 
(ii> The nnd (2)-inverse A:’ (U < t < r> satisfies A:) < AS2) if and only 
if A:’ can be expressed as 
A(2) = p-l*up-’ 
11 L L 
where U is a hermitian idempotent matrix of rank u such that T - U is 
idempotent. 
We remark in passing that Theorem 4 of Wu (1980) follows as an 
immediate consequence of the above. 
We now consider two nnd matrices A and B such that A > B. Let an 
nnd (l&inverse of A (or B) with specified rank be given. We now character- 
ize all nnd (l&inverses (with a specified rank) of the other matrix such that 
B(l) > A(‘). We solve the corresponding problem for other types of g-inverses 
also. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A and B be two nnd matrices having ranks r a& s 
respectively such that A > B. Further, let i and S be two positive integers 
such that S > r 2 r > s. Then: 
(i) Let A(F1) be a given nnd (l)-inverse of A, and let P = (P, : P, : P3) be 
a nonsingular matrix such that 
A = P,P: + P2P2”, B = P,AP:, Q*Y 
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where Q = P-l* and A is an s x s pd matrix with I - A > 0. Then the nnd 
(1)inverse Bi” satisfies Bil’ > A’,1’ if and only if 
A-l s,2 Sl, 
B$l’ = Q S,*, S,, S,, Q*, I I S,*, S; S33 
where the Sii’s are arbitrary matrices satisfying 
C(S,,) c C(h-’ - I), S,, = Z + S* (A-l - Z)%,2 + V, 12 
C(S23) c w22 - 117 
and 
where V and W are arbitrary nnd matrices with P(W) = S - F. 
(ii) Let r = s, and B$” be a given nnd (1)-inverse of B. Let P be a 
nonsingular matrix such that 
P*, and Bj’)= 
where Q* = Pm1 and A is a pd matrix with A - I > 0. Then the nnd 
(1)-inverse A’,‘) satisfies A?’ < B$‘) if and only if 
where L and M satisfy C(L) C C(Z - A-‘), L*A L < M G 1 - L*(L - 
A-‘)(l)L, and p( M - L*AL) = ? - r. 
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Proof. (i): Consi-der the expression for B$” given in the theorem. Then 
Bj” _ $1 = Q 
i 
and it is easy to observe that the conditions on the Sij’s given in the theorem 
are necessary and sufficient for B$” - A(FI) > 0. Choosing (A’ - I)“’ to 
satisfy (A-’ - I)(‘) - A > 0, we see that S; - SF2AS,, = Z + S,,[(A-’ - 
Z(l) - AIS,, + V > 0, and hence 
is pd and has rank ?. Thus Bi (l) is of rank S iff rank W = S - ?. 
(ii): Since we want A’f” and By (l) - A(F1) to be nnd, it is clear that A(F1) has 
the form given in the theorem. Further, rank A(F1) = 7 if and only if rank(M 
- L*AL) = r - r. n 
REMARK. Matrices L and M satisfying L*A L < M < I - L*(Z - 
A-‘)(‘)L with ranks M - L*A L) = F - r can be characterized as follows. Let 
D = M - L*AL. Then we want to characterize nnd matrices D such that 
D < Z - L*[(I - A-‘)o) + AIL an d rank D = F - r. Such a D exists if and 
only if I - L*[(I - A-‘j”) + AIL 2 0 and has rank at least 7 - r, or 
equivalently, the nonnull eigenvalues of [(I - A-l)(l) + A]LL* must be less 
than or equal to 1, with at most ? - r eigenvalues equal to 1. Applying 
Lemma 2.5(b), let R be a nonsingular matrix such that R*[(Z - A-‘)(‘) + 
AIR = Al and R-‘LL*R-‘* = A2, where Al and A, are diagonal matrices, 
and the diagonal elements of A, A, are < 1 with at most r - r of them 
equal to 1. Hence, matrices L with the required properties are given by 
LL* = RAR*, where R is any nonsingular matrix such that R*[( I - A-‘)(l) 
+ AIR = A,, a diagonal matrix, and the diagonal elements of AlA satisfy 
the conditions already mentioned. Here (I - AP1)(1) is any given nnd 
cl)-inverse of Z - A-‘, and M is given by M = L*A L + D, where D is any 
nnd matrix of rank P - r satisfying D Q Z - L*[(I - A-i)o) + AIL. 
If p(A) > p(B), then given a cl)-inverse B(l) of B, it may not always be 
possible to find a cl)-inverse A(‘) of A such that B(‘) > A(‘), as pointed out 
by Wu (1980). Here we consider matrices of the type A = B + C where 
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p(A) = p(B) + p(C) an o d bt ain necessa y and sufficient conditions for such 
an A(‘) to exist. Wu (1980) considered the special case when p(C) = 1 and 
gave a necessary condition for the existence of such an A(r). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let B be an nnd matrix of rank s, and let A be an nnd 
matrix of rank r (r > s) such that A - B is an nnd matrix of rank r - s. 
Then for any given nnd cl)-inverse B(‘) of B with rank S (> r), there exists 
an nnd cl)-inverse A(‘) of A satisfying A(‘) =g B(l) if and only if BB(‘)( A - B) 
= 0 and (A - B)B(‘)(A - B) > A - B. 
Proof. Write C = A - B. Then clearly p(A) = p(B) + p(C), and so 
we can write C = FX *, where K has r - s columns and C(B) n C(K) = 
{O). Write B = PIP:, where P, has s columns. Then we can find a matrix P, 
such that (P, : K : P3) is nonsingular. Let <Q, : Q2 : Qs)* be the inverse of 
(P, : K : P3). Then we can write 
A=(P,:K:P,)diag(Z,Z,O)(P, K P3)*, 
B = (P,: K: P,)diag(Z,O,O)(P, K P3)*, 
and the given B(l) as 
B(l) = (Q1: Q2: Q3) Q$ 
Q,; 
(3.1) 
for some S,,, S,,, S,,, S,,, and S,, such that B(‘) is nnd. Now any nnd 
cl)-inverse A(‘) of A must be of the form 
A(l) = (9, Q2 Qs) 
for some T,,, T2?,,, and TR3 such that A(‘) is nnd. 
Clearly, there exist T,,, T2.23, and Tz3 such that A(‘) and B (1) _ A(‘) are 
nnd if and only if S,, = 0 and S,, - Z 2 0, which is equivalent to BZ?‘l’(A 
- B) = 0 and (A - B)B(‘)( A - B) > A - B. n 
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REMARK. The necessary and sufficient conditions in the above theorem 
can equivalently be stated as AB(‘)B = B and ,kB(l)A > A. 
COROLLARY. Let A = B + xx’, where B is nnd of rank s and x P C(B). 
(Therefore p( A) = s + 1.) For an nnd (l&inverse B(l) of rank S > s + 1, 
there exists an nnd (l)-inverse A(‘) such that B(‘) > A(‘) if and only if 
x’B(‘)x > 1 and BB”‘x = 0. 
REMARK. Theorem 5a and the following remark of Wu (1980) follow as 
immediate consequences of the above corollary. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A and B be two nnd matrices having ranks r and s 
respectively such that A 2 B, and let F and S be two positive integers 
satisfying r > s > S > F. Then the following hold: 
(i) {Let (P, : P,) be a matrix (If full column rank such that A = P, A, P;” 
+ P, A2 P: and B = P, P:, where Al and A2 are pd diagonal matrices such 
that A, > 1. Let Bi2’ = QISQT b e a g’ zven nnd (2)~inverse of B u?here QT is a 
left inverse of P, and S is a hermitian idempotent matrix of rank S. Then the 
nnd (2)-inverse A’,2’ satisfies A?’ < B,“’ if and only if A($) can be expressed as 
A(F2) = Q,C*-'MC-'Q: 
for some nonsingular matrix C such that CC* = A, + QTPz A3 Pz Q1 andfor 
some hermitian idempotent matrix M of rank F satisfying C(M) c C(C*S) 
(ii> Let r = s, and let P, be a matrix of full column rank such that 
A = P,AP: and B = P, PT, where A is a pd diagonal matrix with A > I. Let 
A’,2’ = Q,A- 1/2TA-1’2Q~ be a given nnd (2)-inverse of A where QT is a lef 
inverse of P, and T is a hermitian idempotent matrix of rank ?. Then the nnd 
(2)-inverse Bf”) satisfies Bi2) 2 A$? if and only if BP’ can be expressed as 
Bi2’ = {Q, +‘(I - QIPT)Z)S(Q1 + (I - Q,P,*)Z}* _j& some Z satisfying (I 
- Q,P:)ZA-l”T = 0 and for .some hermitian idempotent matrix S of rank S 
such that C(S) 3 C(A-l/“T). 
Proof. (i): Since A(,2) has to satisfy A$?’ < B”‘, A$? must be of the form 
A$? = Q,W *QT for some matrix V of full column rank equal to 7. Now, 
using Ap)AA(F2) = A:‘, we get 
W* = W*(A, + QfP2A,P;Ql)W*, 
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which in turn implies 
1 = V*( Ai + Q:P2A2 P;Q,)V. 
Clearly, A, + Q:P2A2PcQ1 is positive definite. Writing it as CC*, where C 
is a nonsingular matrix, we have that M = C*W *C is hermitian and 
idempotent of rank 7. Write S = WW*, where W is a matrix of rank S 
satisfying W *W = 1. 
Now, A$? < A$? implies 
S - C*-'MC-' > 0, 
which in turn implies that 
C*SC - M > 0 
Since A, >, I, we have CC* > Ai > 1. Hence, 
W”( cc* - 1)W = w*cc*w - z > 0. 
Thus the eigenvalues of W *CC *W and hence the nonzero eigenvalues of 
C*SC are all greater than or equal to 1. So the hermitian idempotent matrix 
M satisfies 
M < C*SC 
if and only if C(M) L C(C*S). 
This completes the “only if’ part. The “if’ part follows trivially. 
(ii) is proved similarly. n 
If r > .s, given A, , (‘) it may not always be possible to get Bj”’ such that 
B$” 2 A$?, as pointed out by Wu (1980). A s in the previous case, we consider 
matrices of the type A = B + C where p(A) = p(B) + p(C), and obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions under which, given A$?), there exist Bi2’ 
satisfying Bz2) > A($-). This problem has been studied by Wu when C is kf 
rank 1. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A, B, and C be nnd matrices such that A = B + C 
and p(A) = p(B) + p(C). Let B = P, P: and C = KK * be rank factoriza- 
tions of the nnd matrices B of rank s and C of rank r - s respectively, and let 
A = P,P; + KK*, where K is a matrix of full column rank satisfying 
C( P,) n C(K) = (O}. Let F, S be positive integers satisfying r > s > S > 7, 
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and let A(F2) = <Q1 : Q2)TT*(Q1 : Q2)* be a given nnd (2)~inverse of A, where 
T is a matrix of rank F satisfying T*T = 1 and (Q1 : Q2>* is a lef inverse of 
(PI : K). zf 
T= 
then there exists a (2)-inverse Bj2) of B satisfying BP’ > A’,2’ if and only if 
C(T,*) c C(T,*), in which case the class of all (2)-inverses Br’ satisfying 
B$2) > A(,2) is given by 
Br’ = {Ql + (I - C,P:)Z}SS*{Q1 + (I - P,Q:)Z}*, 
where Z is any solution to (I - QIP:)ZT, = Q2T2 and S is a matrix of rank 
S satisfying S*S = Z and SS* > TIT:. 
Proof. Let Bi2) = {Q1 + (I - QIP:)Z}SS*(Q1 + (I - Q,P:)Z}* be an 
nnd (2)-inverse of B, where S is a matrix of rank S satisfying S*S = I. If 
B12) > A?), then <Qr : Q2)T = {Q1 + (I - QIPf)Z}SV for some V, or s 
equivalently T, = SV and (I - QIP:)ZT, = Q2T2. The latter condition 
holds for some Z if and only if C(T,*) = C(T:). Pre- and postmultiplying by 
P,* and P, respectively in Bj2’ - A?), we get SS* > TIT;“. Conversely if 
SS* > T,T: and C(T,*) c C(TP), th en using the fact that C(Q,) c C(Z - 
Q,P,*), we can find Z satisfying (I - QIP:)ZT, = Q2T2 and hence 
= 
< 
= 
COROLLARY. 
(Q,T, + Q2Tci)(QlT, + Q,T,)* 
{QI + (I- QJd*ZhT:{Q, + (I- QJ:)Z)* 
{QI + (I- QA+?Z)SS*{QI + (I- Q,P:)Z}* 
Bi2). 
s n 
Consider the set up described in Theorem 3.6. Then a 
necessary condition for the existence of Bd2) satisfying BP) > A$? is K *A$?K 
# I. 
Proof. We have K*Ai2’K = T,T,*. If K *A$?K = I, then T,T,* = I, and 
from Z - TT* > 0 we get TIT: = 0 and consequently C(T,*) c C(T:). w 
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REMARK. Theorem 6A of Wu (1980) follows as a special case of the 
above corollary where K is a column vector. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let A and B be two nnd matrices of rank r satisfying 
A > B. Then for any nnd (1,2)-inverse A(1,2) of A, there exists a unique nnd 
(1, 2)-inverse B(1,2) of B satisfying B(1,2) 2 AC1z2), and vice versa. 
proof. Let P, be a matrix of full column rank such that A = P,A P,* 
and B = P,P:, where A is a pd diagonal matrix with A - Z > 0. Let 
A(1,2) = Q,A-‘QT be a gi ven nnd (1,2)-inverse of A, where Qf is a left 
inverse of P,. Then any nnd (1,2)-inverse of B is {Qr + (I - QrPP)Z)(Qr 
+ (I - Q,P;“)Z}* for some Z. Now B(1,2) > A(1,2) + Q1 = {Q1 + (I - 
Q1 P:)Z}W, for some W ++ W = Z and (I - Qr P;“)Z = 0. Hence the unique 
B(r.2) satisfying B(r.2) > A(r.2) is B(r~2) = QIQ:, n 
COROLLARY (Styan and Pukelsheim, 1978). Let A and B be two nnd 
matrices or rank r satisfying A 2 B. Let A(‘, 2, and BC1, 2, be two given nnd 
(1,2)-inverses of A and B respectively. Then BC1z2) > Ac1p2) if and only if 
AA(1.2) = BB’1>2’ 
Proof. Let P be a nonsingular matrix such that 
Then, in view of Theorem 3.7, the unique A(1,2) satisfying B(‘,“) > AC1z2) is 
and it is clear that for a given B (1,2) A(1,2) has the above representation if , 
and only if AA(1,2) = BB”x2’. n 
REMARK. Ouellette (1981, p. 252) gi ves a counterexample to show that 
P(A) = P(B) and A > B may not imply B(1’2) > A(1,2) for every pair of nnd 
(1,2)-inverses A ~9~) This observation is a consequence of Theorem 3.7, since 
given A c1z2) (or B(‘x’)), there can be only one B(1,2) (respectively A(lS2)) 
satisfying B(1,2) 2 A(‘,‘), and no other (1,2)-inverse will satisfy this condition. 
For completeness, we state below a theorem of Milliken and Akdeniz. 
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THEOREM 3.8 (Milliken and Akdeniz, 1977). Let A and B be two nnd 
matrices satisfying A > B. Then B (‘3 ‘, ‘2 4, > A(‘, 2~ 3* 4, if and only if rank A = 
rank B. 
REMARK. It may be noted that Theorem 3.8 can also be deduced from 
Corollary 3.2, as pointed out by Ouellette (1981, p. 2511, since A > B and 
rank A = rank B + C(A) = C(B) t) ~(1>2>3,4) = BB(‘,2,3>4) c, ~(L2.3.4) 
> ~(L2,3.4) 
4. CONCLUDING REMARK 
Similar characterization results for ordering of nnd (1,3) and (2,3) 
inverses can be easily obtained. 
The following ordering result for positive definite matrices is well known. 
Let A and B be pd matrices of the same order. Then 
4( A + B)-’ < A-’ + B-‘. 
It can be easily shown using Lemma 2.5 that given a nnd cl)-inverse of 
A + B, nnd (D-inverses of A and B exist such that 
4( A + B)(l) < A(l) + B(l). (4.1) 
However, characterizing all such A(l) and B(l) satisfying (4.1) appears to be 
cumbersome. 
It must be noted that 
4( A + B)(1,2.3.4) < A(1,2,3,4) + B(1,2,3,4) 
need not necessarily hold, as shown in the following example: 
We thank the referee for his constructive comments on an earlier draf of 
the paper, which led to considerable improvement in the presentation. In fact, 
the present form of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and their proofs are due to the 
referee. We thank Professor Bikas Kumur Sinha for drawing our attention to 
the paper of Wu (1980), and Professor S. K Mitra for some useful sugges- 
tions. 
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